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ABSTRACT
Image processing applications are often executed on performance
and power constrained embedded hardware. Developing efficient
image processing applications on these devices is extremely challenging as current low-level approaches require manual optimization and detailed knowledge of the hardware.
We aim to overcome the challenges of programming and optimizing image processing applications on embedded hardware with
the high-level Lift language. The Lift compiler automatically optimizes for the target hardware by applying semantic-preserving
rewrite rules. Preliminary results show a significant raise of the abstraction level, and we can expect high performance on embedded
hardware.
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INTRODUCTION

Image processing applications running on embedded hardware are
constrained by computing and energy resources, as well as additional requirements such as real-time processing. Optimizing for
execution time and power consumption often results in significant
improvements that are critical for applications viability. However,
developing efficient implementations on the increasingly complex
hardware landscape is challenging even for experienced developers.
We argue that Lift [15] is well-suited to address these programming challenges by enabling both high-level abstractions and lowlevel efficiency. Lift combines a high-level functional language
with a rewrite system to define the implementation space.
To effectively use Lift for image processing, we need to be able
to express well-known optimizations such as the ones presented
in [11], using rewrite rules. To demonstrate this, we investigate
the Harris corner (and edge) detector [8] as an initial case study.
This is a well established but still relatively simple application, that
exposes various implementation choices. Given an input image I
(left in fig. 1), it combines point-to-point operations (multiplication,
criterion, threshold) and 3 × 3 convolutions (sobel operators S x and
Sy , gaussian blur G, local maximum) to produce a binary image
identifying pixels corresponding to corners. As a starting point, we
study the gaussian blur which is an important component of the
overall edge detector.
Programming challenges on complex hardware. Hardware architectures are becoming increasingly complex, parallel and heterogeneous to increase performance and energy efficiency [5, 9]. Besides
traditional Central Processing Units (CPUs), there are nowadays
many-core processors such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs),
reconfigurable hardware such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays,
and specialized hardware such as Digital Signal Processors.
While hardware peak performance is increasing, the achieved
software performance is comparatively lacking [10]. The challenges
of programming for this complex hardware landscape are leading
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Figure 1: Harris corner detection

to unexploited optimization potential. Indeed, optimizing applications by hand using low level code (C, OpenCL, CUDA, OpenMP,
etc) requires hardware and domain expertise, and is known to be
error-prone, verbose and time consuming. Hardware-specific code
transformations are often skillfully applied by hand (e.g. operator
fusing, tiling, vectorization) and each new application and target
hardware requires going through this process again.
These challenges motivate a need for higher-level abstractions
to simplify software development and optimization. We strive to
increase productivity by clearly separating the abstraction from
the implementation details while still achieving high performance
with a compiler framework that should be generic across hardware
architectures and application domains.
Related Work. Halide [14] is the state of the art in code generation for image processing and is used in production. However, it
is domain specific and features ad-hoc internals that are hard to
understand from the user-side, and hard to extend. Halide separates
algorithm from hardware mapping using a scheduling language,
but some optimizations require to change the algorithm. The schedules are mainly written manually, even if automatic scheduling is
also being studied. The implementation resulting from a schedule
is not obvious, because it depends on the compiler internals.
In comparison, Lift is not yet ready for production but is a
promising approach. It is not domain specific and aims to contain
no ad-hoc solutions in its core, the rewriting approach is extensible.
Lift separates high-level expressions from low-level expressions
that encode implementation choices, while allowing expressions
in-between. It is able to express both algorithmic and hardware
mapping transformations by applying rewrite rules on these expressions. Prior work has shown that it can automatically generate implementations with high performance on various hardware [7, 15].
The implementation resulting from a low-level Lift expression is
clear, as it encodes what would be the result of applying a schedule.
There exist many other approaches, some are domain-specific,
while others are more generic. High-level representations include
higher-order functions, algorithmic skeletons [4] and computational graphs [1]. Optimization techniques include mathematical
rewriting [6], polyhedral compilation [13], partial evaluation [12]
and refinement of partially defined implementations [3].
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Imperative. We then translate (5) to an imperative IR (shown
below) by extending the formalism introduced in [2]. The outer
mapseq generates a loop (l.1). We define a translation to imperative
for slideseq and introduce a newRegRot imperative construct that
creates memory and provides a rotation command (l.2). We generate
a prologue to initialize the registers (l.3) before generating a steadystate loop (l.4) which starts by loading the next value and ends by
rotating the registers. Reading from the slideseq input is affected
by the fused slide, transpose and the map which performs the
vertical reduction. Writing to the slideseq output is affected by
the map which performs the horizontal reduction, this creates an
accumulator (l.6), initializes it and loops over the sliding window.

IMAGE PROCESSING WITH LIFT

Let us overview the Lift language and compilation steps:
high-level

rewriting
translation code generation
imperative
low-level
C, OpenCL, ..

• High-Level. A program is expressed in a functional language with
parallel primitives such as map and reduce.
• Rewriting. We apply semantics-preserving rewrite rules such as
map fusion: map f ▷ map д → map (f ▷ д),
where a ▷ b = λx .b (a x) first applies a, then b.
• Low-Level. Rewriting leads to a functional expression describing
an implementation using low-level primitives such as mapseq ,
which implements map with a sequential loop.
• Imperative. We translate this low-level expression to an imperative intermediate representation (IR).
• Code Generation. Finally, we generate code such as C or OpenCL.
We now illustrate this process on the binomial filter.
High-Level. We express the binomial filter in Lift:
map (slide 3 1) ▷ slide 3 1 ▷ map transpose ▷


1 h1 2 1i
242
map (map (λnbh . dot join
(join nbh)))
16 1 2 1

Rewriting. We demonstrate rewriting using the register rotation
and reduction optimizations described in [11] on (1). For this we
first encode the separability property of the binomial filter (it can
be decomposed into two 1D convolutions) as a domain-specific
rewrite rule (2).

(2)

Applying this rule on (1) gives us (3).
map (slide 3 1) ▷ slide 3 1 ▷ map transpose ▷


1
1
map (map (transpose ▷ map dot [1 2 1] ▷ dot [1 2 1]))
4
4

(3)

We then use a sequence of generic reorganization rules to obtain
(4). It is then trivial to rewrite (4) to the desired low-level expression
by selecting low-level primitives where appropriate.
slide 3 1 ▷ map (transpose ▷




1
1
map dot [1 2 1] ▷ slide 3 1 ▷ map dot [1 2 1] )
4
4

(4)

Low-Level. The resulting expression is (5). We introduce a new
slideseq primitive that implements sliding window with register
rotation, and the remaining high-level primitives will be fused.
slide 3 1 ▷ mapseq (transpose ▷
map (dotseq ..) ▷ slideseq 3 1 ▷ map (dotseq ..))

Λh w . λ input . for (h -2) (λ y .
newRegRot 3 float (λ regs rotate .
for 2 (λ x . take 2 regs . wr @x := take 2 .. @x );
for (w -2) (λ x .
regs . wr @2 := drop 2 .. @x ;
new float (λ acc .
acc := 0;
for 3 (λ i . acc . wr := (.. @i ) + acc . rd );
output@y@x := acc . rd ;
rotate )))))

(1)

We start in the first line by creating a 3×3 sliding window using the
slide primitive which has been introduced to express stencils [7].
Next, we compute the convolution by flattening the neighborhood
and the weights to 1D and applying the dot product, defined as
λa b. zip a b ▷ map ×t ▷ reduce + 0.



1 h1 2 1i
242
λnbh . dot join
(join nbh)
16 1 2 1


1
1
→ transpose ▷ map dot [1 2 1] ▷ dot [1 2 1]
4
4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Code Generation. We then generate code for this imperative IR
by extending the mechanism introduced in [2], explaining how to
generate code for newRegRot. As can be observed, we currently
rely on the C compiler to store the created array in registers and to
unroll the loops, doing upfront unrolling has shown no benefit in
our early experiments.
void blur ( float * output , int h , int w , float * input ) {
for ( int y = 0; y < (h -2); y = (1 + y )) {
float regs [3];
for ( int x = 0; x < 2; x = (1 + x )) { ... }
for ( int x = 0; x < (w -2); x = (1 + x )) {
float acc_v = 0.0 f ;
acc_v += 0.25 f * input [(2+ x +( y * w ) + (0* w ))];
acc_v += 0.50 f * input [(2+ x +( y * w ) + (1* w ))];
acc_v += 0.25 f * input [(2+ x +( y * w ) + (2* w ))];
regs [2] = acc_v ;
float acc_h = 0.0 f ;
acc_h += 0.25 f * regs [0];
acc_h += 0.50 f * regs [1];
acc_h += 0.25 f * regs [2];
output [( x + ( -2 * y ) + ( y * w ))] = acc_h ;
regs [0] = regs [1]; regs [1] = regs [2]; }}}
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We showed how Lift can raise the abstraction level to express image processing applications such as the binomial filter, and can be
extended to exploit optimisations such as register rotation. We are
currently working on benchmarking the generated code on embedded hardware, and will compare it to hand-written and Halide code
to demonstrate our ability to generate high-performance code. We
intend to continue this work towards Image Processing on Embedded Hardware with Lift, starting by completing our harris corner
detection case study. Future work may look into expressing further
optimisations such as vectorised register rotation, generating GPU
code, or exploring the defined implementation space.
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